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In this activity, you will discover two sculptural works
from the Collection while engaging your baby’s sense
of touch through sensory games.

© Queensland Art Gallery Board of Trustees, 2020

Heard 2012 by Nick Cave
Nick Cave creates ‘soundsuits’ — wearable artworks made from everyday materials,
such as buttons and raffia — that appear in performances or are displayed as sculptures.
When performed, the soundsuits are worn by dancers who bring them to life. The raffia
rustles in time with the movement of the dancers, adding another layer to the sound of
live musicians. The soundsuits in Heard resemble very colourful horses.

‘It goes back to when I was a kid and my mother put a sock on her hand and it
was talking to me. It’s just about a second when something can transform
. . . and that became magical and became larger than life.’1
Nick Cave

LEARN MORE
ABOUT HEARD

Nick Cave, quoted in
‘Nick Cave introduces
HEARD–Brisbane’,
QAGOMA YouTube,
24 November 2016,
<youtube.com/
watch?v=03KUSuvYx4E>,
viewed August 2020.
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Nick Cave / United States
b.1959 / HEARD (detail)
2012 / 15 wearable
sculptures (six parts each)
OR as a performance,
15 wearable sculptures
(six parts each),
choreography, musical score
and video / Dimensions
variable / Purchased
2016 to mark the tenth
anniversary of the Gallery
of Modern Art with funds
from the Josephine Ulrick
and Win Schubert Diversity
Foundation through the
Queensland Art Gallery
| Gallery of Modern Art
Foundation / Collection:
Queensland Art Gallery |
Gallery of Modern Art /
© Nick Cave
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Erkel (vessel) 2010 by Shirley Macnamara
Shirley Macnamara is an Indjalandji/Alyawarr artist who makes beautiful sculptural
works using natural materials that she collects in the Queensland outback.
Blending multiple textures, Erkel (vessel) is woven from spinifex grass and lined with
red ochre and galah feathers. The tough exterior of the work contrasts with the
delicate interior, connecting themes of vulnerability and protection.

‘Nganinya’ [means] this way — for me this means making
my art this way, which is my way.’ 2
Shirley Macnamara

LEARN MORE
ABOUT THE ARTIST
AND HER WORK
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Shirley Macnamara, quoted in
‘Shirley Macnamara: Respect,
balance and belonging’,
QAGOMA Blog, 18 September
2019, <blog.qagoma.qld.gov.au/
shirley-macnamara-respectbalance-and-belonging/>,
viewed August 2020.

Shirley Macnamara / Indjalandji/
Alyawarr / Australia b.1949
Erkel (vessel) 2010 / Twined
spinifex (Triodia pungens),
red ochre, galah feathers, nylon
thread and synthetic polymer
fixative / 14 x 31 x 25cm /
Purchased 2010 with funds from
the Bequest of Grace Davies and
Nell Davies through the Queensland
Art Gallery Foundation / Collection:
Queensland Art Gallery | Gallery of
Modern Art / © Shirley Macnamara
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By the time your baby is 12 months old,
they will be exploring all sorts of textures —
rough, smooth, sticky and squishy!
Babies have highly sensitive skin, and
areas such as the face, cheeks, hands,
stomach and the soles of their feet are
particularly sensitive to touch. Your baby
will also often use their mouth as a way
of exploring texture.
Try these games to explore touch
and texture with your baby:
	Look for textural materials, such as
towels, bathmats, rugs, blankets
or carpet, and arrange them in a
comfortable place. Place your baby
on their tummy against the fabrics
and run your baby’s hands over the
different textures. Your baby may
enjoy rolling around and feeling the
textures with their whole body.

	Lightly scrunch some aluminium
foil so that your baby can hear the
crinkly sound it makes. Place it
where your baby can touch it and
feel the texture.
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Tip! You might like to explore different
textures and sounds outdoors using
crinkly leaves, grass or tree bark.

	Rub the sole of your baby’s foot
with objects that have a firm
texture, such as a comb or a metal
spoon. Brush your baby’s face and
arms with a soft object — a toy,
cloth rattle, the corner of a blanket
or a cottonwool ball.

	Sing a tickling rhyme like
‘Round and round the garden’.

ROUND AND ROUND
THE GARDEN
Round and round the garden
Like a teddy bear.
One step
Two step
Tickle you under there!
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